The Humidor Store located in Tampa, Florida is a manufacturer of high quality humidors for the cigar industry. Our manufacturing plant has been a family owned and operated business since 1968. The Humidor Store manufactures a variety of humidor models, and offers a wide selection of wood types and finishes for the humidor exterior. All humidor interiors are fully lined with Spanish Cedar and include adjustable shelving and includes a humidifier. The humidors we manufacture are superior in quality and craftsmanship. Each and every humidor is hand crafted, finished and inspected to make sure that it meets our highest standards. Buy direct from the Manufacturer.
Portable Walk-In Humidor

The Portable Walk-In is available in either Maple or Oak, and is offered in one of five standard finishes. We do offer additional custom finishes for a small up-charge.

The Portable Walk-In is also available with our wood framed glass door as shown above, or our standard all Glass Door with Brass handle, with matching top and bottom door hardware as shown on the left and right. All humidors are pre-wired with LED lights. When you receive your humidor, it is simply plug and play.

All that is required to assemble your humidor is
(1) Phillips Screwdriver
(1) Allen Wrench

If you are limited on space we can manufacture your Portable Walk-In so it will fit into the corner of the room. (See photo below) If you do not have a water supply or drainage in the area, no problem, we will design your humidification system so it runs on our closed tank system. All you have to do is refill the 13 gallon tank reservoir with distilled water as needed. A simple 110 volt power supply is needed to power the LED lights & Temperature Control Unit.
What makes this Portable Walk-In Humidor like no other is that it is easily expandable in any direction. With our all modular design, we can ship you additional humidor sections to expand your existing humidor. The sections can be added in a very short time eliminating the cost of construction. You can begin with a smaller model like the one to the left, then when your needs change, expand to a larger model like the one on the right.

Since the humidor is all modular and self contained and requires no attachment to any building interior, there is no need to have a contractor or construction permit. In addition, the electrical is all self contained, so there is no need for an electrician. All LED Lighting is low current 12 volts with modular connections.

All humidors come standard with six shelves on each wall section. In addition each wall section has a humidified locked storage area just below the bottom shelf allowing for storage of your back stock of cigars. These storage cabinets have louvered doors allowing proper humidification of your cigars.
The humidor comes standard with five shelves on each wall section, allowing you to display 70-90 total boxes of cigars in the humidor. In addition, each wall section has a humidified locked storage area below the bottom shelf allowing for storage of your back stock of cigars.

What makes this Walk-In Humidor like no other is that it is expandable in any direction. With our all-modular design, we can ship you additional humidor sections to expand your existing humidor. The sections can be added in a very short time, eliminating the cost of construction.

Since the humidor is all modular and self-contained and requires no attachment to any building interior, there is no need to have a contractor or construction permit. Since the electrical is all self-contained, there is no need for an electrician. All LED lighting is low current 12 volt with modular connections. Simply plug-n-play.

Portable Walk-In Humidor

- Available Colors: Light Mahogany, Dark Mahogany, Dark Walnut, or Light Walnut
- The Portable Walk-In Humidor designed and manufactured by The Humidor Store located in Tampa, Florida. This new Walk-In Humidor has been a concept in development at The Humidor Store for several years, now available to the public.
- This portable walk-in humidor can be set up and ready to go in as little as 3 hours. It comes complete, finished and ready to assemble. It is held together by Phillips head bolts with wing nuts. The only tool you need to put this humidor together is:
  - (1) Phillips Screwdriver.

Walk-In Humidor Features
- The Humidor has an all Spanish Cedar Interior.
- All Spanish Cedar Shelves are fully adjustable.
- Every shelf is illuminated by our "Special" Cigar LED Lighting.
- Ceiling panels and all shelves have the exclusive LED dimming feature.
- Lower storage cabinet comes standard with locks.
- All you need is a 110 volt outlet.

Portable Walk-In Options Available
- Temperature Control
- Individual Roll out shelves
- Individual Bundle bins

Temperature Control
- The Walk-In Humidor comes standard with an electric humidification system. Depending on the size of Walk-In Humidor you purchase, your humidor will come with two HS-1 Electric Humidifiers, for smaller Walk-In Humidors, or one Mini-Fogger for the mid-range Walk-In Humidors, or one Hydrofogger for the largest models we manufacture.
- As an option, we offer the fine-mist NEB Humidifier. All Walk-In Humidors have automatic humidification control. In addition, every humidor comes standard with a reverse-osmosis water filtration system.

Humidification / Temperature Control
- The Walk-In Humidor comes standard with an electric humidification system. Depending on the size of Walk-In Humidor you purchase, your humidor will come with two HS-1 Electric Humidifiers, for smaller Walk-In Humidors, or one Mini-Fogger for the mid-range Walk-In Humidors, or one Hydrofogger for the largest models we manufacture.
- As an option, we offer the fine-mist NEB Humidifier. All Walk-In Humidors have automatic humidification control. In addition, every humidor comes standard with a reverse-osmosis water filtration system.

Humidification / Temperature Control
- The Walk-In Humidor comes standard with an electric humidification system. Depending on the size of Walk-In Humidor you purchase, your humidor will come with two HS-1 Electric Humidifiers, for smaller Walk-In Humidors, or one Mini-Fogger for the mid-range Walk-In Humidors, or one Hydrofogger for the largest models we manufacture.
- As an option, we offer the fine-mist NEB Humidifier. All Walk-In Humidors have automatic humidification control. In addition, every humidor comes standard with a reverse-osmosis water filtration system.

Humidification / Temperature Control
- The Walk-In Humidor comes standard with an electric humidification system. Depending on the size of Walk-In Humidor you purchase, your humidor will come with two HS-1 Electric Humidifiers, for smaller Walk-In Humidors, or one Mini-Fogger for the mid-range Walk-In Humidors, or one Hydrofogger for the largest models we manufacture.
- As an option, we offer the fine-mist NEB Humidifier. All Walk-In Humidors have automatic humidification control. In addition, every humidor comes standard with a reverse-osmosis water filtration system.

Humidification / Temperature Control
- The Walk-In Humidor comes standard with an electric humidification system. Depending on the size of Walk-In Humidor you purchase, your humidor will come with two HS-1 Electric Humidifiers, for smaller Walk-In Humidors, or one Mini-Fogger for the mid-range Walk-In Humidors, or one Hydrofogger for the largest models we manufacture.
- As an option, we offer the fine-mist NEB Humidifier. All Walk-In Humidors have automatic humidification control. In addition, every humidor comes standard with a reverse-osmosis water filtration system.
Showcase Display Counter

Showcase Display Specifications
The Showcase Display cabinet can be manufactured to any size, style, or design you request. The Showcase Display has been designed to have the ability to showcase items and not loose valuable display space. The lower storage of the showcase can be manufactured as a humidor that has an interior that is fully lined with Spanish Cedar, and humidified by the HS-1 Electric Humidifier. The upper showcase has a glass top with front that is illuminated by the new LED lights. You can also make the showcase display to accommodate your Point of Sale System (POS) and cash management requirements, such as a hidden cash drawer or safe. The Showcase comes delivered fully assembled, all you need to do is insert the glass doors that are packaged separately for shipping.
Model 8200 Specifications

The Model 8200 is a three section display humidor with sliding glass doors with a storage base. The upper and lower humidor interiors are fully lined with Spanish Cedar, comes standard with three HS-1 Electric Humidifiers that have an auto on-off feature that are located in the storage base. The humidifiers are equipped with an air circulation fan and a vent opening between the upper humidor and the lower storage base to allow proper air circulation. This humidor comes standard with interior display lights that are mounted on the top inside of the upper humidor and on the sides under the slotted shelves. The lighting being used is the new LED style lights. The Model 8200 is available in several different finishes.

Model 8222 = 122” (w) x 84¼” (h) x 12” (d) (6 shelves) (125 Cigar Boxes)
Model 8252 = 152” (w) x 90¾” (h) x 12” (d) (6 shelves) (175 Cigar Boxes)

Model 8200 Options Available

- Digital hygrometer gauge accurately measures and displays relative humidity and temperature to assure your cigars are store in ideal conditions.
- LED lights are available under each shelf. They offer the best lighting for your cigars and produce little to no heat and operate on 12 volt current.
**Model 8100 Specifications**

The Model 8100 is a three section display humidor with sliding glass doors with a storage base. The upper and lower humidor interiors are fully lined with Spanish Cedar, comes standard with three HS-1 Electric Humidifiers that have an auto on-off feature that are located in the storage base. The humidifiers are equipped with an air circulation fan and a vent opening between the upper humidor and the lower storage base to allow proper air circulation. This humidor comes standard with interior display lights that are mounted on the top inside of the upper humidor and on the sides under the slotted shelves. The lighting being used is the new LED style lights. The Model 8100 is available in several different finishes.

---

**8122** = 122” (w) x 84¾” (h) x 12” (d) (6 shelves) (125 Cigar Boxes)

**8152** = 152” (w) x 90¾” (h) x 12” (d) (6 shelves) (175 Cigar Boxes)

---

**Model 8100 Options Available**

* Digital hygrometer gauge accurately measures and displays relative humidity and temperature to assure your cigars are store in ideal conditions.
* LED lights are available under each shelf. They offer the best lighting for your cigars and produce little to no heat and operate on 12 volt current.

---

This humidor features side lighting under each shelf for enhanced illumination of your cigar boxes.

Cigar storage is located next to the electric humidifier in the bottom of each humidor.

Locks come standard on this display humidor. Track plunger locks are used on the sliding display doors, and tumbler style locks are used on the lower cigar storage doors.

Fluted columns, Large crown mouldings, and decorative trim are standard on Model 8122 and Model 8152.

Model HS-1 Electric humidifiers with automatic humidity control are included.

You can purchase just the center unit of the Model 8122 or Model 8152. The single humidor comes standard with all mentioned features with fluted columns on both sides that are finished.
Model 8548 Humidor Locker

*Fluted columns, Large crown mouldings, and decorative trim are standard on the Humidor Locker.*

Each individual locker interior is 12” high x 11” wide x 16” deep and has a wire mesh back allowing the humidified air to enter the individual locker space.

**Model HS-1**

*Electric humidifier with automatic humidity control is included.*

Every locker is keyed separately. No two locks are keyed the same. There is a Master Key that will open all lockers in the group.

**Model 8548 Humidor Locker Specifications**

The Humidor Locker is a solid wood humidor with 22 individual lockers. Each locker is lined with Spanish Cedar and is humidified from one main humidifier that humidifies all lockers at the same time. The locker cabinet has a 4” open air back to allow for proper air circulation. The humidor locker comes standard with one HS-1 Electric Humidifier that has an auto on-off feature, and is located in the bottom center of the locker cabinet. This is the reason you are getting 22 usable lockers out of a cabinet that looks like it has 24 lockers. Two of the lockers in the bottom row are converted at the factory to accommodate the Electric Humidifier.

Model 8548 = 48” (w) x 85” (h) x 20” (d)

Model 600

*Model 600 Specifications*

The Model 600 humidor has been designed as a whole new way to display your cigars. Instead of using the old traditional shelves we have created the new V style cigar bins which we call the V-Bin. These V-Bin shelves are made of solid Spanish Cedar with plastic inserts that hold the cigars. The V-Bin shelves are fully adjustable vertically and horizontally to suit your needs. These V-Bin shelves are attached inside the humidor by a special “Z” Clip that fits into a grooved back wall panel. You have the ability to take the logo on your cigar box and apply it to the font of the V-Bin as shown in the photo to the left. The Model 600 comes standard with (1) HS-1 Electric Humidifier that have an auto on-off feature that is located in the storage base. The humidifier is equipped with an air circulation fan and a vent opening between the upper humidor and the lower storage base to allow proper air circulation. This is an active humidifier with an adjustable humidistat controller. The accuracy of this humidifier is +/- 5% in humidity. This humidifier requires no chemicals to be added and because of the design it will preserve your cigars better than other humidors. No refilling for longer periods because it holds one gallon of water.

**Model 600 Options Available**

- Digital hygrometer gauge accurately measures and displays relative humidity and temperature to assure your cigars are store in ideal conditions.

**Model 648**

648 = 48” (w) x 83” (h) x 15” (d) (Display: 650 Cigars) (Storage: 36 Cigar Bundles/28 Boxes)

**Model 600**

Model HS-1

*Electric humidifiers with automatic humidity control is included.*

**Model 600 Options Available**

- V Shelf display
- Ample storage in the lower humidor base for all of your cigars.
Model 500 Specifications

The Model 500 humidor has been designed as a bundle display. This humidor has full sliding glass doors that lock and the humidor interior is fully lined with Spanish Cedar. The humidor comes standard with 5 slotted shelves made of Spanish Cedar and have dividers made of Plexiglas or Spanish Cedar and are fully adjustable and can be removed should you decide to display boxes instead of bundles. The Model 500 comes standard with (1) HS-1 Electric Humidifier that have an auto on-off feature that is located in the storage base. The humidifier is equipped with an air circulation fan and a vent opening between the upper humidor and the lower storage base to allow proper air circulation. This is an active humidifier with an adjustable humistat controller. The accuracy of this humidifier is +/- 5% in humidity. This humidifier requires no chemicals to be added and because of the design it will preserve your cigars better that other humidors. No refilling for longer periods because it holds one gallon of water.

Model 500 Options Available

- Digital hygrometer gauge accurately measures and displays relative humidity and temperature to assure your cigars are store in ideal conditions.
- LED lights are available under each shelf. They offer the best lighting for your cigars and produce little to no heat and operate on 12 volt current.

Model 400 Specifications

The Model 400 humidor has been designed for commercial display applications such as tobacco shops, restaurants, hotels, convenient stores, bars, etc. This is a display humidor with full sliding glass doors. The humidor interior is fully lined with Spanish Cedar and has six slotted Spanish Cedar shelves that are fully adjustable. The Model 400 humidor comes standard with one HS-1 Electric Humidifier that has an auto on-off feature that is located in the lower left of the humidor. This is an active humidifier with an adjustable humidistat controller. The accuracy of this humidifier is +/- 5% in humidity. This humidifier requires no chemicals to be added and because of the design it will preserve your cigars better that other humidors. This humidor comes standard with interior display light that is mounted on the top inside of the upper humidor. The lighting being used is the new LED style lights. This humidor comes with a plunger type lock for the sliding glass doors. The Model 400 is available in several different finishes.

Model 400 Options Available

- Finished Back
- Fluted Columns (Each Fluted Column is 4 inches wide)
- Extra Spanish Cedar shelf for display boxes
- Individual cigar shelf with dividers (see above photo)
- Digital hygrometer gauge accurately measures and displays relative humidity and temperature to assure your cigars are store in ideal conditions.
- LED lights are available under each shelf. They offer the best lighting for your cigars and produce little to no heat and operate on 12 volt current.

Models 500 and 400 Specifications

Model 500

- 548 = 48” (w) x 84” (h) x 16” (d) (5 shelves) (Display: 175 Cigar Bundles) (Storage: 36 Cigar Bundles)

Model 400

- 436 = 36” (w) x 84” (h) x 16” (d) (6 Shelves) (Display 28 Boxes/21 Boxes Storage)
- 448 = 48” (w) x 84” (h) x 16” (d) (6 Shelves) (Display 34 Boxes/28 Boxes Storage)
- 460 = 60” (w) x 84” (h) x 16” (d) (6 Shelves) (Display 46 Boxes/50 Boxes Storage)
Model 4800 Specifications
The Model 4800 has been designed for commercial display applications such as grocery stores, convenient stores, liquor stores, etc. This display humidor has four display shelves and four bundle bin roll-outs and two pack shelves. Each bundle bin compartment can accommodate 25 cigars. The bundle bin shelves are on roller guides so you can pull them forward for easy access for your cigars. The humidor is fully lined with Spanish Cedar. All shelving is made of solid Spanish Cedar and is slotted for excellent air circulation. Humidification is controlled by the HS-1 Electric humidifier that has an auto on-off feature, and is located in the bottom left of the humidor behind the pack shelf. Access to the humidifier is gained by pulling the pack shelf forward which is attached to the guides that hold the humidifier. The humidifier comes standard with an interior LED display light that is mounted in the top of the humidor. Door lock comes standard with this unit.

Model 4800 Options Available
- Digital hygrometer gauge accurately measures and displays relative humidity and temperature to assure your cigars are stored in ideal conditions.
- LED lights are available under each shelf. They offer the best lighting for your cigars and produce little to no heat and operate on 12 volt current.

Model 3600 Specifications
The Model 3600 has been designed for commercial display applications such as grocery stores, convenient stores, liquor stores, etc. This humidor has twelve bundle bin roll-outs and two pack shelves. Each bundle bin compartment can accommodate 25 cigars. The bundle bin shelves are on roller guides so you can pull them forward for easy access for your cigars. The humidor is fully lined with Spanish Cedar. All shelving is made of solid Spanish Cedar and is slotted for excellent air circulation. Humidification is controlled by the HS-1 Electric humidifier that has an auto on-off feature, and is located in the bottom left of the humidor behind the pack shelf. Access to the humidifier is gained by pulling the pack shelf forward which is attached to the guides that hold the humidifier. The humidifier comes standard with an interior LED display light that is mounted in the top of the humidor. Door lock comes standard with this unit.

Model 3600 Options Available
- Digital hygrometer gauge accurately measures and displays relative humidity and temperature to assure your cigars are stored in ideal conditions.
- LED lights are available under each shelf. They offer the best lighting for your cigars and produce little to no heat and operate on 12 volt current.
Model 300 Specifications

The Model 300 humidor has been designed for commercial display applications such as restaurants, hotels, convenient stores, bars, etc. This is a display humidor accompanied by a storage base, with sliding glass doors or can be ordered as an option with swinging wood framed glass doors. The upper humidor has five slotted shelves and there are no shelves in the storage base. The upper and lower humidor interiors are fully lined with Spanish Cedar, and come standard with one HS-1 Electric Humidifier that have an auto on-off feature that are located in the storage base. The humidifier is equipped with an air circulation fan and a vent opening between the upper humidor and the lower storage base to allow proper air circulation. This is an active humidifier with an adjustable humidistat controller. The accuracy of this humidifier is +/- 5% in humidity. This humidifier requires no chemicals to be added and because of the design it will preserve your cigars better that other humidors. This humidor comes standard with interior display light that is mounted on the top inside of the upper humidor. The lighting being used is the new LED style lights. The Model 300 is available in several different finishes.

Model 300 Options Available
- Finished Back
- Swivel Wheels
- Full Size Glass Doors for Lower Humidor (Regular or Tempered Glass)
- Fluted Columns (Each Fluted Column is 2½ inches wide)
- Individual cigar shelf with dividers (see above photo)
- Digital hygrometer gauge accurately measures and displays relative humidity and temperature to assure your cigars are store in ideal conditions.
- LED lights are available under each shelf. They offer the best lighting for your cigars and produce little to no heat and operate on 12 volt current.

Model 300 Options Available

Model 348 S Shown

Model 300 Specifications

Model 300 Specifications

Model HS-1

Individual Cigar Shelf

Dividers are adjustable and removable.

Model 200 Specifications

The Model 200 humidor has been designed for commercial display applications such as restaurants, hotels, convenient stores, bars, etc. This is a display humidor accompanied by a storage base. The upper humidor has four slotted shelves and the lower storage base has two slotted shelves both made of Spanish Cedar. The upper and lower humidor interiors are fully lined with Spanish Cedar, and come standard with one HS-1 Electric Humidifier that have an auto on-off feature that are located in the storage base. The humidifier is equipped with an air circulation fan and a vent opening between the upper humidor and the lower storage base to allow proper air circulation. This is an active humidifier with an adjustable humidistat controller. The accuracy of this humidifier is +/- 5% in humidity. This humidifier requires no chemicals to be added and because of the design it will preserve your cigars better that other humidors. This humidor comes standard with interior display light that is mounted on the top inside of the upper humidor. The lighting being used is the new LED style lights. The Model 200 is available in several different finishes.

Model 200 Options Available
- Half Size Glass Doors for Lower Humidor (Regular or Tempered Glass)
- Full Size Glass Doors for Lower Humidor (Regular or Tempered Glass)
- Tempered Glass Doors for Upper Humidor
- Fluted Columns (Each Fluted Column is 2½ inches wide)
- Extra Spanish Cedar shelf for display boxes
- Individual cigar shelf with dividers (see above photo)
- Digital hygrometer gauge accurately measures and displays relative humidity and temperature to assure your cigars are store in ideal conditions.
- LED lights are available under each shelf. They offer the best lighting for your cigars and produce little to no heat and operate on 12 volt current.
Model 100 Specifications

The Model 100 humidor has been designed for commercial display applications such as restaurants, hotels, convenient stores, bars, etc. This humidor is a display case that sits on a display base, counter, or can be mounted on the wall. The Model 100 is fully lined with Spanish Cedar and has four slotted shelves also made of Spanish Cedar. These shelves are fully adjustable. The Model 100 comes standard with (1) HS-2 Electric Humidifier that has a larger water capacity of one gallon. This is an active humidifier with an adjustable humistat controller. The accuracy of this humidifier is +/- 5% in humidity. This humidifier requires no chemicals to be added and because of the design it will preserve your cigars better than other humidors.

Model 75 Options Available

- Full Size Glass Doors (Regular or Tempered Glass)
- Extra Spanish Cedar shelf
- Individual cigar shelf with dividers (see above photo)
- Digital hygrometer gauge accurately measures and displays relative humidity and temperature to assure your cigars are stored in ideal conditions.
- LED lights are available under each shelf. They offer the best lighting for your cigars and produce little to no heat and operate on 12 volt current.

Model 100 Options Available

- Digital hygrometer gauge accurately measures and displays relative humidity and temperature to assure your cigars are stored in ideal conditions.
- LED lights are available under each shelf. They offer the best lighting for your cigars and produce little to no heat and operate on 12 volt current.
- Extra Spanish Cedar shelf for display boxes
- Individual cigar shelf with dividers (see above photo)

Model 75 Options Available

- Digital hygrometer gauge accurately measures and displays relative humidity and temperature to assure your cigars are stored in ideal conditions.
- LED lights are available under each shelf. They offer the best lighting for your cigars and produce little to no heat and operate on 12 volt current.

Model 100 Options Available

- Digital hygrometer gauge accurately measures and displays relative humidity and temperature to assure your cigars are stored in ideal conditions.
- LED lights are available under each shelf. They offer the best lighting for your cigars and produce little to no heat and operate on 12 volt current.
- Extra Spanish Cedar shelf for display boxes
- Individual cigar shelf with dividers (see above photo)

Model 75 Specifications

The Model 75 humidor has been designed for aging and storage of your cigars. The humidor has four individual doors that lock as a pair. This humidor is fully lined with Spanish Cedar and has four slotted shelves all made of Spanish Cedar that are fully adjustable. The Model 75 comes standard with (1) HS-1 Electric Humidifier, that is located in the bottom left corner of the humidor under the bottom shelf. The water capacity of the HS-1 Electric Humidifier is one gallon of distilled water. This is an active humidifier with an adjustable humistat controller. The accuracy of this humidifier is +/- 5% in humidity. This humidifier requires no chemicals to be added and because of the design it will preserve your cigars better than other humidors. The Model 75 is available in several different finishes.

Model 75 Options Available

- Digital hygrometer gauge accurately measures and displays relative humidity and temperature to assure your cigars are stored in ideal conditions.
- LED lights are available under each shelf. They offer the best lighting for your cigars and produce little to no heat and operate on 12 volt current.

Model 100 Specifications

The Model 100 humidor has been designed for commercial display applications such as restaurants, hotels, convenient stores, bars, etc. This humidor is a display case that sits on a display base, counter, or can be mounted on the wall. The Model 100 is fully lined with Spanish Cedar and has four slotted shelves also made of Spanish Cedar. These shelves are fully adjustable. The Model 100 comes standard with (1) HS-2 Electric Humidifier that has a larger water capacity of one gallon. This is an active humidifier with an adjustable humistat controller. The accuracy of this humidifier is +/- 5% in humidity. This humidifier requires no chemicals to be added and because of the design it will preserve your cigars better than other humidors.

Model 100 Options Available

- Digital hygrometer gauge accurately measures and displays relative humidity and temperature to assure your cigars are stored in ideal conditions.
- LED lights are available under each shelf. They offer the best lighting for your cigars and produce little to no heat and operate on 12 volt current.
- Extra Spanish Cedar shelf for display boxes
- Individual cigar shelf with dividers (see above photo)
Model 50 Options Available
- Half Size Glass Doors (Regular or Tempered Glass)
- Full Size Glass Doors (Regular or Tempered Glass)
- Extra Spanish Cedar shelf for display boxes
- Individual cigar shelf with dividers (see above photo)
- Digital hygrometer gauge accurately measures and displays relative humidity and temperature to assure your cigars are store in ideal conditions.
- LED lights are available under each shelf. They offer the best lighting for your cigars and produce little to no heat and operate on 12 volt current.

Model 50 Specifications
The Model 50 humidor has been designed for commercial storage or display applica-
tions such as restaurants, hotels, convenient
stores, bars, etc. This humidor has two slotted
shelves both made of Spanish Cedar that are
fully adjustable. The Model 50 comes standard
with (1) HS-2 Electric Humidifier, that is located
in the bottom left corner of the humidor under
the bottom shelf. As an upgrade option you
can order this humidor with the HS-1 Electric
Humidifier that has a larger water capacity of
one gallon. This is an active humidifier with an
adjustable humistat controller. The accuracy
of this humidifier is +/- 5% in humidity. This
humidifier requires no chemicals to be added
and because of the design it will preserve your
cigars better than other humidors. The Model
50 is available in several different finishes.

Model 50 w/ half glass doors Shown

Model 50 w/ full glass doors & individual cigar shelf Shown

Model 50 w/full glass doors & individual cigar shelf Shown

Individual Cigar Shelf Dividers are adjustable and removable.

Cigar storage is located next to the electric humidifier in the bottom of each humidor.
Model 2524 Specifications
The Commercial Model 2524 humidor is a solid wood and glass humidor made of solid Maple or Oak, depending on the selected finish, that has been designed for commercial applications such as restaurants, hotels, convenient stores, bars, etc., that have limited counter space. The Commercial Model 2524 has full glass panels from top to bottom on all four sides for great cigar visibility. The Commercial Model 2524 has four removable shelves that have three dividers on each shelf, and has a slotted bottom for excellent air circulation. Each section within the dividers can hold approximately 35 cigars each, with a capacity of 140 cigars per shelf. The total capacity of this counter top humidor is approximately 560 cigars, depending on cigar ring size.

The Commercial Model 2524 comes standard with two Brick humidifiers that are located in the bottom rear of the humidor, under the bottom shelf. This humidifier has been custom manufactured for this humidor and does an outstanding job in all climates. This is a passive humidifier. This humidifying brick requires no chemicals to be added and because the clay like material we use is kept constantly moist, it will last many times longer than other humidifiers.

Model 2524 Options Available
- Digital hygrometer gauge accurately measures and displays relative humidity and temperature to assure your cigars are store in ideal conditions.
- LED lights are available under each shelf. They offer the best lighting for your cigars and produce little to no heat and operate on 12 volt current.

The Commercial Model 2524 Humidor is a remove from the box and ready to use humidor. All that needs to be completed before use is to soak both humidifying bricks with distilled water. Access to this humidor is gained from the rear by a pair of sliding glass doors that have the ability to stay open while servicing. The rear access doors come standard with a plunger style keyed lock.

Model 3039 Specifications
The Commercial Model 3039 humidor is a solid wood and glass humidor made of solid Maple or Oak, depending on the selected finish, that has been designed for commercial applications such as restaurants, hotels, convenient stores, bars, etc. The Commercial Model 3039 has four removable shelves that have three dividers on each shelf, and has a slotted bottom for excellent air circulation. Each section within the dividers can hold approximately 35 cigars each, with a capacity of 140 cigars per shelf. The total capacity of this counter top humidor is approximately 560 cigars, depending on cigar ring size.

The Commercial Model 3039 comes standard with four Brick humidifiers that are located in the bottom rear of the humidor, under the bottom shelf. This humidifier has been custom manufactured for this humidor and does an outstanding job in all climates. This is a passive humidifier. This humidifying brick requires no chemicals to be added and because the clay like material we use is kept constantly moist, it will last many times longer than other humidifiers.

Model 3039 Options Available
- Digital hygrometer gauge accurately measures and displays relative humidity and temperature to assure your cigars are store in ideal conditions.
- LED lights are available under each shelf. They offer the best lighting for your cigars and produce little to no heat and operate on 12 volt current.

The Commercial Model 3039 Humidor is a remove from the box and ready to use humidor. All that needs to be complet-ed before use is to soak both humidifying bricks with distilled water.
Model 2512 Options Available

- Digital hygrometer gauge accurately measures and displays relative humidity and temperature to assure your cigars are stored in ideal conditions.
- LED lights are available under each shelf. They offer the best lighting for your cigars and produce little to no heat and operate on 12 volt current.

Model 2512 Specifications

**Area:** 12” (w) x 23” (h) x 12” (d) (4 shelves) (Max Capacity: 280 Cigars)

The Commercial Model 2512 humidifier is a solid wood and glass humidor made of solid Maple or Oak, depending on the selected finish, that has been designed for commercial applications such as restaurants, hotels, convenient stores, bars, etc., that have limited counter space. The Commercial Model 2512 has full glass panels from top to bottom on all four sides for great cigar visibility. The Commercial Model 2512 has four removable shelves that have a divider on each shelf, and has a slotted bottom for excellent air circulation. Each half of the divider can hold approximately 35 cigars, 70 cigars per shelf. The total capacity of this vertical humidor is approximately 280 cigars, depending on cigar ring size.

The Commercial Model 2512 comes with a Brick humidifier that is located in the bottom rear of the humidor. This humidifier has been custom manufactured for this humidor and does an outstanding job in all climates. To re-humidify (re-charge) brick, remove brick from humidor and simply soak in distilled water for 5 minutes per instructions, and re-insert brick into humidor. This is a passive humidifier. This humidifying brick requires no chemicals to be added and because the clay like material we use is kept constantly moist, it will last many times longer than other humidifiers.

C-7 Options Available

- Digital hygrometer gauge accurately measures and displays relative humidity and temperature to assure your cigars are stored in ideal conditions.
- LED lights are available under each shelf. They offer the best lighting for your cigars and produce little to no heat and operate on 12 volt current.

Model C-7 Specifications

**Area:** 12” (w) x 23” (h) x 12” (d) (2 shelves) (Max Capacity: 120 Cigars)

The Commercial Model C-7 Humidor is a solid wood and glass humidor made of solid Maple or Oak, depending on the selected finish, that has been designed for commercial applications such as restaurants, hotels, convenient stores, bars, etc., that have limited counter space. The Commercial Model C-7 has full glass panels from top to bottom on all four sides for great ambient light for great cigar visibility. The Commercial Model C-7 has two removable shelves that have two Plexiglas dividers on each shelf, and has a slotted bottom for excellent air circulation. Each section of the divider can hold approximately 20 cigars, 60 cigars per shelf. The total capacity of this vertical humidor is approximately 120 cigars, depending on cigar ring size, plus more for display.

The Commercial Model C-7 comes with a Brick humidifier that is located in the bottom rear of the humidor. This humidifier has been custom manufactured for this humidor and does an outstanding job in all climates. To re-humidify (re-charge) brick, remove brick from humidor and simply soak in distilled water for 5 minutes per instructions, and re-insert brick into humidor. This is a passive humidifier. This humidifying brick requires no chemicals to be added and because the clay like material we use is kept constantly moist, it will last many times longer than other humidifiers.

The Commercial Model C-7 Humidor is a remove from the box and use humidor. All that needs to be completed before use is to soak with distilled water. Humidifier is located under bottom shelf of the humidor. Access to this humidifier is gained from the rear and has a glass door that swings from left to right and has the ability to stay open while servicing. This access door has a full glass panel from top to bottom so that you may view your inventory with ease. This rear access door comes standard with a keyed lock. The C-7 also has the ability to display individual cigars on the inside and display your liquor miniatures on the top crown display.
One Humistat Controller is included with each HS-1 & HS-2 Electric Humidifier. This Humidistat Controller will automatically regulate the desired humidity level and will turn the humidifier on and off automatically. The water capacity of the HS-1 Electric Humidifier is one gallon of distilled water and the water capacity of the HS-2 Electric Humidifier is 32 ounces. These humidifiers are classified as an active humidifier with an adjustable humistat controller. The accuracy of this humidifier is +/- 5% in humidity. This humidifier requires no chemicals to be added and because of the design it will preserve your cigars better than other humidifiers. The HS-1 & HS-2 Humidifiers are manufactured by The Humidor Store in Tampa, Florida.

**LED Humidor Lights**

We have found a new way to illuminate your humidors and showcases without creating all of that heat and using so much electricity.

Our New LED lights operate on 12 volt DC current, not AC current as most other lights do. The voltage used is minimal, thus creating a brilliant light that produces soft even illumination with little to no heat.

The LED lights are manufactured specifically for the Humidor Store and final assembly of the LED light fixture is completed by The Humidor Store in Tampa, Florida.

**LED Light Kits Available**

- 12 Inch Length = (6) - 12 inch LED Light Strips
- 18 Inch Length = (6) - 18 inch LED Light Strips
- 24 Inch Length = (6) - 24 inch LED Light Strips
- 30 Inch Length = (6) - 30 inch LED Light Strips
- 36 Inch Length = (6) - 36 inch LED Light Strips
- 42 Inch Length = (6) - 42 inch LED Light Strips
- 48 Inch Length = (6) - 48 inch LED Light Strips
- 60 Inch Length = (6) - 60 inch LED Light Strips

Each LED has a life expectancy of 30,000 hours of continuous use. We offer this new way to illuminate your Humidors & Showcases in either Cool White or Warm White.

**LED KIT SIZE:**

1/2 inch wide x 1/8 inch thick x selected length.

One Humistat Controller is included with each HS-1 & HS-2 Electric Humidifier. This Humidistat Controller will automatically regulate the desired humidity level and will turn the humidifier on and off automatically. The water capacity of the HS-1 Electric Humidifier is one gallon of distilled water and the water capacity of the HS-2 Electric Humidifier is 32 ounces. These humidifiers are classified as an active humidifier with an adjustable humistat controller. The accuracy of this humidifier is +/- 5% in humidity. This humidifier requires no chemicals to be added and because of the design it will preserve your cigars better than other humidifiers. The HS-1 & HS-2 Humidifiers are manufactured by The Humidor Store in Tampa, Florida.